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Introduction
After the introduction to the technical information within the
previous chapters, we are able to provide insight into the application
of the information control system and demonstrate the way to
paintings with the unique datasets of the Collaborative research Centre
574, SFB 574. Also the advantage of using our stereoscopic projection
machine supplied up to now could be demonstrated as we combine
numerous unique datasets to advantage new insights.
Seduction erosion shapes at least half of the arena’s convergent
margins. But, the charges and modes in addition to spatial and
temporal variant are poorly understood. Primarily based on a
compilation of published and newly derived estimates of seduction
erosion along the imperative American margin we visualize the
geometry of the significant American seduction concerning the pacific
Cocoas and Nazca plates under the Caribbean plate.
The subsequent figures are snapshots from our 3D stereoscopic
visualization gadget, and as simple printouts on paper they lose a great
deal of the intensity impression. It became an extreme project to
provide those snapshots, usually looking to get a clear angle
impression. This changed into carried out through carefully choosing
the proper viewpoint and lowering the number of proven capabilitiesas compared with the original stereoscopic visualization it's far a clean
limit and underlines the worth of superior visualization techniques.
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Figure five indicates the studies vicinity of the Collaborative
studies Centre 574 on- and offshore crucial America. The research till
2008 has mainly been centered on Costa Rica and partly Nicaragua.
The databases behind the photos are the SRTM3 topographic dataset
with a 90 m decision and offshore the GEBCO 1-minute grid with
about. 3 km grid spacing moreover, high-resolution bathymetry
records accumulated via the SFB 574 and the IFM Geomar had been
integrated.
Extra to the north in Nicaragua, the volcanic activities display an
offset of fifty km eastward. The Concepción volcano is placed in the
Lagos de Nicaragua (LN). Later, the attitude links the volcano’s
geographical location to crustal domain names of low seismic
velocities and therefore to the presence of upcoming magma and fluids
inside the lithosphere.
Offshore, active tectonic approaches form the shape of the ocean
backside, and manifestations of fluid venting and sea mounds alter the
feel of the seafloor from north to south. Seafloor imaging techniques
are the primary techniques implemented in various cruises offshore
principal the usa. Multistage techniques blended shipboard multiband
bathymetry and backscatter measurements, low- and high-frequency
deep-towed side-experiment sonar surveys, video observations, and
recordings of sub-backside profiler and are well perfect to get an
alternatively entire photo of shape and texture of the ocean ground.
On its southern component, the Cocoas Plate (CP) suggests a hard
texture included by way of many sea mounds. At a really seen
border, the bathymetry of this plate changes abruptly and turns into
highly flat. Additionally the ditch changes at this border. Within the
southeast the ditch now not handiest turns into considerably shallower
and normally less prominent but additionally changes its direction,
that is glaringly related to the collision of the Cocoas Ridge (CR)
and the Central American Land Bridge hosted onto the Caribbean
Plate. Massive landslides south of Nicoya Peninsula mark this
modification in texture and route.
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